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Toyotaâ€™s first hatchback model, Etios Liva has already been launched into the market. The sedan is
accessible in two engines 1.2L petrol & 1.4L diesel engines along with the seven variants. The
trendy instrument panel in Toyota Etios Liva is positioned near the console counting tripmetre and
speedometer. Liva facilitates the recently industrialized Air Conditioning system in addition to multi
directional vents. The Etios boasts of security features for example passenger and driver airbags,
ABS with EBD and keyless entry.

It was a good deal expectation when the broadcast of Liva was through by Toyota. It is for the first
time that the company has launched a low priced model with the name Etios Liva that has already
formed a benchmark for the affordability in India. The savvy players are all set to mug the big
challenge as is for the first time that Toyota will be trading with consumers at minor end. The
addition of the diesel Toyota Etios Liva Diesel is the best and the care is sure to bring some upward
movement at the sales chart.

After being stepped into the market, Toyota will be facing the tough and some real experts as
Maruti, the most successful car manufacturer. Then comes the Hyundai and Tata with the abysmal
experience of the best in this sector. The fight will not be easy, but there is a plus point, that the
prices are much lower and this will act as a trump card for Toyota. It is significant to mention that
toyota liva price in india starts from Rs 3.99 lakh with its base model and Etios Diesel price starts
from Rs 5.5 lakh.

The much awaited sedan is being designed keeping in view the Indian consumers and each of the
detail reflects the efforts taken by the engineers. The hatchback is gifted with petrol & diesel engine
choices. A 4-Cylinder 16V, Gasoline, 3NR-FE, DOHC petrol engine works as a power house of the
Etios Liva petrol hatchback. Achieving the heights of effectiveness, the car can smoke out an utmost
power of 80 PS and convey highest torque of 104Nm. The performance is additionally improved
along with the 5 Speed Manual Transmissions. It maintains excellent fuel competence of about
18.31kmpl. The Liva appears vigorous and practical with appealing fine luggage space of about
251litre which is the advertising specification of the hatchback. Toyota cars price in India is
generally high than other cars price in India, but this s time it is somewhat different.
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